
MatchingSFX’s SCI-FI FILM CONTEST 2021

Terms and Conditions 

1) The information on the webpage “Matching SFX Sci-fi film contest” and the details herein constitute the 

Terms and Conditions of the contest.


2) The contest is open for submissions for any person. Minors need to present a written consent from a 

parent or legal guardian upon request from Matching SFX.


3) The entry must comply to the following:


a. Length is minimum 15 seconds, and maximum 60 seconds


b. The film may not contain any music or other kind of audio, except for the Sci-fi ambience track(s) 

provided by MatchingSFX specifically for this contest.


c. The Sci-fi ambience track(s) may not be processed or altered in any way


d. The film must be in english language. (Film title, and/or english subtitles where applicable)


4)  Contest entrants are allowed to submit multiple entries. 


5) The downloadable file pack with sound effects tracks from the Sci-fi Ambience Library”are provided by 

MatchingSFX for entrants of the contest. The entrant is not permitted to assign, license, sublicense, sell 

or otherwise distribute or make reproductions of the above mentioned sound effect tracks, nor adapt, 

modify or repack them to any third party.


6) MatchingSFX reserves the right to change, alter or cancel the Contest, or to change these terms and 

conditions, at its own discretion, and not incur any liability as result. Changes, should they occur, will be 

notified via the Contest site.


By submitting an Entry into the competition, you agree to the following: 

• I certify that I own the copyright to all media in my submission, or have explicit written consent from 

the copyright holder. My submission is completely my original work.

• I grant Matching SFX the right to screen and use my submission on their site and in their media 

channels, in their marketing and other occasions, at their own discretion. 

• I understand that my email adress will be added to Matching SFX's newsletter subscribers list. 

(Subscribers can opt out of the newsletter subscription at any time.)


matchingsoundeffects.com


